Monday 22nd February 2021
Daily Tasks
Morning Starter Activity (Suggested time- 20mins)
Daily Brain Warmer- Choose 2 or 3 activities from the grid.
This can be done either in the morning or as an early finisher task when
you have completed other activities.

Literacy-Spelling (1 hour)
• LI: Identify and use words with the k phoneme
Spelling Tasks
Watch spelling sway on blog.
Tasks
1. Sort word list into correct columns on the k phoneme word chart
2. Add at least 5 more words to each column of the word chart.
3. Copy word list once and highlight k phoneme in each word.
4. Choose 5 words from word list and write definitions of each word.
5. Write a sentence using each of the 5 words above (one sentence
for each word).

Teams Meeting (20mins)
• Join our teams meeting at 11am
• During the session we will do the following:
o Check-in about general feelings/weekend
o Discuss today’s HWB activities
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Maths (1 hour)
Starter Activity (All groups)
1. Watch the following videos:
a) Doubling 2-digit numbers:
https://watchkin.com/057f6e7dce
b) Doubling 3-digits numbers:
https://watchkin.com/fad7c6a926
2. Double the following numbers:
a) 43
b) 92
c) 12
f) 364

g) 475

h) 526

d) 36

e) 87

i) 617

j) 903

Diamonds and Squares
LI: Describe what a fraction is and identify unit fractions
Watch the sway to explain tasks.
1. Create fractions poster (see criteria on blog)
2. Complete TJ Chp 11 p97(link on blog)
3. Identify unit fractions sheet (link on blog)
Triangles
LI: Identify halves in a shape and find half of a given number
1. Watch sway on the blog which explains activities.
2. Complete activities related to halves (see link on blog)
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HWB (1 hour)
Task 1
• Remember exercise is a great way to improve mental health, so
please try to do at least 30 minutes of physical activity/PE
• Here are some suggestions of activities:
o Just Dance (YouTube)
o Kids Yoga
o Joe Wicks workout/HIIT Training
o Go for a walk outside.
Task 2 (My Healthy Eating Food Journal)
• Keep a record of your daily meals by writing what you had for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks and drinks each day this week.
Task 3 (Think Before You Drink Experiment)
• Choose 4 different drinks you have at home.
• Look on the bottles to find the sugar content per 100ml.
• Record the name of the drink and the sugar content of each drink.
• Compare the sugar content of each and order the drinks from least
sugary to most sugary.
• Write a short paragraph about your findings.
For example:
I discovered that Coca Cola had a sugar content of _____, orange
juice had a sugar content of ______, diluted juice had ______
sugar and a fruit shoot had _____ sugar. The drink with the most
sugar was _____. The drink with the least sugar was ______. I
was/wasn’t surprised by these results because ______________.

